
The UK’s leading integrated 
CAFM-service desk solution



Elogbooks combines a branded 24/7 service desk with 
a bespoke CAFM system to aid risk mitigation, manage 
service delivery across your portfolio, and provide total 
visibility of the supply chain. 

Our intuitive, cloud-based software is used by the 
majority of the UK’s largest managing agents in over 
20,000+ properties across all sectors, nationwide. 

Key benefits

• Ensures high levels of accountability and compliance

• Drives improved contractor performance

• Provides complete visibility of the supply chain and building 
management process

• 24/7 telephone service desk to help manage jobs from  
start to finish

• Ability to monitor all planned, reactive and quoted works

• Gives full audit trails and asset history



24/7 branded service desk

The UK-based, 24/7 service desk is a fundamental 
part of Elogbooks. It acts as your personal assistant; 
it logs the jobs you raise and dispatches them to 
your service providers. When required, the service 
desk will also chase contractor acknowledgment 
of a job, initial attendance, subsequent completion 
confirmation and any outstanding paperwork.

Crucially, the proactive service desk ensures services 
are delivered to predetermined SLAs and KPIs; 
creating audit trails that provide a complete and 
accurate service history.



Total visibility of service delivery

Elogbooks controls millions of supplier  
and contractor requests, and presents  
live statistics to both the supplier and  
Property Manager, to give total visibility  
of service delivery.

Use the system to quickly review a  
report on a reactive job, see quote  
approvals, view live audit trails and  
much more.



365 day performance measurement, 
live reporting, and completing the 
supplier audit / risk cycle

Elogbooks is a supplier management system.

Every supplier is integrated with Elogbooks; every 
interaction is measured, aiding in compliance with 
contract SLA’s, responding to system requests, or 
uploading certification.

Elogbooks also provides tools to accredit suppliers, 
track supplier compliance and audit reports for 
annual review. This ensures the whole supplier life 
cycle is managed from procurement through to 
contract termination, and means you get complete 
visibility of the process.
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